Let A 3 -be a closed subspace of 0{B j ), j -0, 1. By restricting the elements in A 3 -to B° Π B ι in the obvious way we may regard A i as continuously embedded in the topological vector space F', and it is with respect to this embedding that we understand [A o , AJ S ; in particular, [A o , AJ S is a subspace of V. We will assume that A o Π A ι is dense in A 3 -with respect to the norm of A ά ,j = 0, 1, when these spaces are embedded in V as described. Since B° Π B 1 is dense in B° and B\ we know from [1, § 9.3] 
We conclude from (1.7.1) and (1.7.2) that
Thus, B ι is continuously embedded in B\ We shall now prove that for every u in B°.
where 0 ^ Re ξ ^ 1. Then
where μ 0 and μ λ are the Poisson kernels for the strip 0 ^ Re ί g 1 (see [1, 9.4] ). Let y and z denote the first and second integrals, (all real t), it follows that
is continuously embedded as a dense subspace in B° and (1.7.3) holds, the conclusion of Theorem 1.7 follows from Lemma 1.6.
2.
The spaces W p and U s . Let l p , l<,p< co ? denote the Banach space of complex valued functions x on the integers such that where the sum is over all integers n. Each function a on the integers which vanishes outside some finite set determines a linear transformation T a on l p defined by 
Proof. The fact that H-+H
A is a one-to-one linear map from Wp into L 2 is clear from (2.1.1) and the fact that each function in L 2 is uniquely determined by its Fourier coefficients. For each / e L ly let λ(/) denote the function on Z defined by:
It is clear from the Schwarz inequality that the map (/, g)-»Mf g)(n) is a continuous bilinear functional on L 2 φ L 2 for each integer n. On the other hand, the map (/, g) -is also a continuous bilinear functional on L 2 Q)L 2 . Since these functionals (for each n) clearly agree when / and g are trigonometric polynomials, they must agree on L 2 φ L 2 . Since λ is a one-to-one map, the multiplicative property of H-+H A now follows from (2. for every integrable φ. Furthermore, as is readily seen, v(θ) belongs to U ί and therefore is continuous. Since h n is uniformly bounded and converges almost everywhere, h n converges weakly. Since h n and v n converge weakly, u n converges weakly to some function u. From the fact that \u n (θ) | ^ ||^n|| 0 ^ 2e~λ 8 M, it follows that \u{θ) \ ^ 2e~λ s almost everywhere. Since h = u + v almost everywhere and λ can be taken arbitrarily large, h agrees almost everywhere with the uniform limit of continuous functions. This completes the proof of the lemma.
